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Feature On…

This Sceptred Isle of ours has always had a
strong engineering presence and the
motorcycle pedigree is renowned the world
over.
The British bikes of yesteryear fame were
much sought after then and the reemergence
of the cafe style over the last few years has
seen the revitalised interest in all things old,
classic and well…British.
We were contacted by Zed Stead from Made
in Metal Motorcycles, after we put out a
rallying cry for British bike builders, who
basically said…WHAT ABOUT US!
This outfit from Walsall, in the Midlands UK
are made up talented biking folk who turn
their super gifted skills to rejuvenating some
old classic bikes…some foreign and some
domestic, but in all crank-cases the finished
products would be ready for T E Larry.
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These metal magicians breathe a breath of fresh air into the
bike building world. They embrace the past, they design and
build to customer specs or their own. They’re not shy when it
comes to opinions and what’s more they’re pretty much on the
money the whole time.
If you want a bike that’ll do 200mph that’ll lose your licence or
worse, then look elsewhere. However if you want a Uber cool
ride that’s very useable and still turns loads of heads but more
than fast enough to blow the cobwebs away and put a big
cheesy grin on your face…then look no further.
These guys are always in demand for one off builds but also
have bikes that they’ve built that are ready to ride at the turn
of a key, but regardless are always stunning creations. Whether
British, Italian, German…Mongolian…I’m sure these maestros
can take any bike and turn it into a rideable show winner.

T110 Triton Build

This is what MiM have to say about their
work:
I started the company 5 years ago now, I
had a reasonably successful business
making helical stairs and fancy
architectural fabrications for hotels,
restaurants and other high end
companies. I even made two stainless
steel staircases for the King of Bahrain.
I wasn't enjoying it any longer and just
before my father died from cancer he
said to me "What are you doing pissing
about doing something you don't enjoy,
do something you love before it’s to late"

K100 Cafe Racer

“I decided he was absolutely right so within a month
I stopped making staircases and started making
bikes. It wasn't long before I realised that I wasn't
too bad at it.
I've been welding and fabricating things from all
sorts of steels and alloys most of my working life and
I found this very interesting and rewarding work.

T110 Triton Build

Paul came to see me after a few words with his old
boss, he walked into my unit and asked if he could
hang around for a few days whilst he sorted out
what he was going to do with his life, that was
almost 5 years ago now and he's still here! Paul has
been an inspiration and worked very hard alongside
me without any problem at all. I think to find
someone you can spend 8 to 10 hours a day with
and not fall out at some point is incredible.
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His background is mainly with bikes and a little building
work.
We build every kind of bike you can imagine ranging
from restoring classic 50cc race bikes to making cafe
racers from brand new Ducati’s. We also make quite a
few Tritons and are getting more involved with classic
British bikes too.
A typical build can take around 4 months to complete
and some of the complicated builds take a little longer.
Most of our customers are around 40 I would say but we
do have a few in their 20's too.
Triton Build

SD09 Build

We made the program for discovery called Naked Speed a
couple of years ago now and have been talking to a British
company for 3 years about doing another.
Once we all finally met up with Nik Coleman Productions it
became apparent that this was much more than a short film and
after much talking and filming we have been asked to make 6
episodes before May 2016 with a view to it becoming a regular
series.
The program will be called "Made in Metal" and hopefully will be
seen across the world. We already have around 15 countries that
have requested a pilot to be made. A company called Looking
Glass have taken on the sales side of things and it had its debut at
Cannes on the 5 oct this year...Happy days!”
BSA Bobber Build

More info at MadeInMetalMotorcycles

The MIM guys continue:
“We design, modify and build unique
and original bikes mainly at the
request of the client who comes to us
with a vague idea of a bike they
would like and we do the rest, often
sourcing the donor bike and carrying
out all fabrication.
We have both been building
motorcycles for a very long time, we
will advise you on what works, what
doesn't and also what looks good. We
are very broad minded and open to
new ideas, but if you come to us with
a naff idea, we wont hesitate to tell
you so. This frank honesty is critical to
producing beautiful bikes”
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“The motorcycle market is changing... We are all bored
of big Japanese 4 cylinder rice rockets producing
ridiculous BHP…
When taken anywhere you park up alongside 5
identical others, nobody pays much attention, they've
seen it all before, and no amount of mail order shiny
anodised tat will make it any more individual or
interesting.
All bikes have an individual personality, no two are the
same. Whether that's by stripping them down and
building them back up to give a modern retro look or
by kick starting them back into life by restoring them
back to a classic!”
These guys have been passionately working on bikes for
years but only in the last few years have turned to
building bespoke rolling art.
The results are amazing and have brought plaudits
from all corners; customers, bike fans, media and even
traditionalists.
Their talents that featured in the Discovery program of
Naked Speed which aired earlier this year on UK tv…
Cafe Racer with Umph - evening entertainment that
showcased their interpretation and transformation of a
BSA Goldstar into a Bobber
Now, call me what you will but you can’t say I don’t
recognise true talent when I see it. In the case of MiM
you’d have to be bloody blind not to.
Of course they can build full restorations that will keep
the old crusty riders content, safe in the knowledge
that traditions are not being bastardised.
However they can also build twisted traditionals too. A
fusion of old bikes and new components, where form
follows function mixed with aesthetics and creativity
that take centre stage.
The guys at MiM are those kind of motorcycle people
you just want to hang out with. They’re no nonsense,
they’re passionate about bikes and always ready to
welcome visitors and have a brew.
This open workshop mentality is spreading across many
outfits and it lends itself to a better working
relationship between builder and client.
It breaks down barriers and it gets people who are
really into their bikes just enthusing about the
possibilities…and we thinking that’s the way it should
be.
MADE in METAL…WE SALUTE YOU!
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